Hello, Heartland!

Bedok

We’ve planned out a sample itinerary for each neighbourhood
—perfect for half a day of discoveries on foot.

Borobudur Snacks
Shop

Bedok Heritage Trail

If you're looking for traditional handmade kuehs (cakes)

While much of Bedok has been redeveloped to cater to

and pastries, then Borobudur Snacks Shop is the place to

modern lifestyle demands, Bedok and the East Coast is

be. Their Ang Ku Kueh (red tortoise cake) has its own loyal

steeped in history of life by the beach—think fishing, beach

following because its makers are not shy about really

parties, and even pirates on the high seas. While the

stuffing these little kuehs with a variety of fillings, including

Bedok we know today is a mix of HDB heartland, small but

mung bean, yam and peanut. You'll also find other

intimate condos, hidden sprawling properties and a

traditional snacks like ondeh ondeh, durian ambon, and

reclaimed beachfront, you can still explore the Bedok of

kueh lapis. With old favourites enjoyed by both young and

old through the Bedok Heritage Trail. The trail, curated by

elderly folk, you’re bound to score some brownie – or

the National Heritage Board, includes 10 points that cover

kosui – points if you swing by Borobudur before visiting

the architecture and lifestyle of old Bedok. While the area

elderly relatives.

is undergoing redevelopment again, in preparation for the
Thomson-East Coast MRT line, you can still explore each
point on foot or bicycle.

6442 7637
537 Bedok North Street 3, #01-523,
Singapore 460537
Add to Google Maps
Directions
7am-9pm daily

Pick up some sweet sustenance from Borobudur
Snacks (537 Bedok North Street 3, #01-523,
Singapore 460537 | 7am-9pm daily) at the start of
the tour. Their Ang Ku Kueh (red tortoise cake) has its
own loyal following because its makers really stuff
these little kuehs plump with a variety of fillings.

Then make your way to the Play Corridor—a 4km park connector
that links Bedok Reservoir Park in the northern part of Bedok and
East Coast Park in the south, via Bedok Town Centre. Four
themed play hubs with a mix of sculptures and structures that
tease the imagination will fascinate the kids, while parents and
older folk can find seats and pods to rest their weary feet.

Bedok

Yong Hwa Delights

Percolate

Fish ball noodles are everywhere in Singapore. But it’s rare

Located in the heart of Bedok North, Percolate has been a

to find a stall that makes their own fish balls and meatballs.

favourite among neighbourhood locals since it opened in

That’s the appeal of Yong Hwa Delights at the Bedok

2014. It hits all the right notes for a hipster coffee addict –

Interchange Food Centre and Bedok South Food Centre .

specialty coffees, cold brews, cold pressed juices,

The second-generation owners continue to perfect their

granola, cakes, croissant sandwiches, green tea lattes,

family’s more-than-half-a-century-old heirloom recipe and

and cartons of Minor Figures oat milk that you can take

hand crafts each ball of deliciousness. Made with yellowtail

home. Percolate also offers a small but eclectic food menu

fish, these fish balls are plump, juicy and have a good spring

that includes local eats with a mod-twist, such as “chicken

to them. Meatballs are made with a mix of fish paste, minced

rice” couscous and salmon congee. It's also a great place

pork and chives for a herbacious hit. You can have the fish

to shop for gifts for caffeine-obsessed friends, with whole

and meatballs served in a soup, but our favourite way of

bean and capsule coffees for sale, fun reusable coffee

enjoying them is dried noodles tossed in the classic sauce

cups and bottles of cold brew.

and vinegar mix.

8259 0316

#01-32 Bedok Interchange Food Centre, 207A
New Upper Changi Road, Singapore 460207
Add to Google Maps
Directions

136 Bedok North Avenue 3, #01-152,
Singapore 460136
Add to Google Maps
Directions

10.30am-10.30pm daily

9am-9pm daily

Heading south and turn off at Bedok South Road and
head to Block 16 Bedok South Market, where
family-run Yong Hwa Delights (10.30am-10.30pm
daily) will, well, delight you with their superbly QQ
hand-crafted fish and meatballs. Don’t forget to scan
the Jalanjalan.me QR code at their stall to get yourself
a sweet deal too!

Still hungry for more? Percolate (Blk 16 Bedok South Market &
Food Centre, #01-59, Singapore 460016 | 9am-9pm daily)
hits all the right notes with the range of specialty coffees and
cold brews, complimented by granola, cakes and bakes.

Bedok

Rosetta Trading
Peranakan-wear, with its intricate detailing and beading
work looks anything but affordable. However, the people at
Rosetta Trading promise a lower-than-average peranakan
outfit. What started as a simple garment shop in 2001 has
since become a house of sarong kebayas and all the
accessories you’d want to match, from beaded bags and
shoes to kerosang (three brooches attached with a chain
to fasten a kebaya). They also sell samfoos. If you’re after
something unique, request a made-to-measure sarong
kebaya with beautiful fabric available at the boutique.

6441 8823
136 Bedok North Avenue 3, #01-156,
Singapore 460136
Add to Google Maps
Directions
12pm-8pm Mon-Wed and Fri, 12pm-6pm Sat-Sun

Pick up a memento of this Bedok Day Out from Rosetta Trading (136
Bedok North Ave 3, #01-152, Singapore 460136 | 12pm-8pm
Mon-Wed and Fri, 12pm-6pm Sat-Sun): what started as a simple
garment shop in 2001 has since become a house of sarong kebayas and
all the accessories from beaded bags and shoes to kerosang and
made-to-measure sarong kebaya — at lower-than-average prices too!

Hello, Heartland!

Chong Pang

We’ve planned out a sample itinerary for each neighbourhood
—perfect for half a day of discoveries on foot.

Chuan Kee Boneless
Braised Duck

Mother and Baby
Panda Statue
Fun fact: Did you know that Chong Pang has a sister city

Good things come to those who wait, so do expect long

called Xindu in Chengdu, China? The two cities signed

queues at most hours of the day at Chuan Kee. The

an agreement in 1994 and embarked on various

original outlet at Ghim Moh Food Centre was established

business, academic, and cultural exchange programmes.

by Mr Huang Ming Yu in 2003, and it made it to the

Mr K Shanmugam, then-MP for Sembawang GRC,

prestigious Michelin Bib Gourmand list in 2018. This

visited Xindu that year and presented the county's

sister branch does not disappoint. Tender, juicy, boneless

residents with a Merlion statue as a gesture of

slices of Teochew-style braised duck meat are draped

friendship. In return, Mr Zao Dexi, Magistrate of Xindu

over yam rice, and we’re big fans of the luscious sauce

County, visited Singapore for the bi-annual Chong Pang

that drenches the whole plate. We recommend topping up

Day Celebrations in 1995, and presented local residents

a little to complete the meal with an egg, some tofu, and a

with this statue of a mother and baby panda. It is now

touch of the tangy chilli sauce.

displayed prominently outside Block 101, at the junction
between Yishun Avenue 5 and Sembawang Road.
101 Yishun Avenue 5,
Singapore 760101
Add to Google Maps
Directions

105 Yishun Ring Road, #01-159
Chong Pang Food Centre, Singapore 760105
Add to Google Maps
Directions
10am-8pm Tue-Sun

-

Bring a huge appetite to this walk: Chong Pang is all
about food. But before stuffing your face, those
interested in history might want to pay a visit to the
Mother and Baby Panda Statue (101 Yishun Avenue 5,
Singapore 760101), a gift from the magistrate of Xindu
County in China, where Chong Pang has a sister city.

Chew on this fun historical fact while chowing down on a gamut of
local hawker fare at the Chong Pang Food Centre (105 Yishun
Ring Rd, Singapore 760105), from Chuan Kee Boneless Braised
Duck and Ho Heng Kway Chap to ice kacang from Rainbow
Dessert.

Chong Pang

Good Old Days

A Super Lucky
7-Eleven

Feeling nostalgic? Shop at Good Old Days for your

Feeling lucky? Head down to this spot, touted as one of

favourite childhood snack such as ice gems, butter

the most auspicious Singapore Pools counters in town.

cookies, Biscuit Piring and more, with prices starting

This 7-Eleven has produced nine Group 1 and 28

from just $1 for 100g. Good Old Days sprung up along

Group 2 Toto winners since 2014. The outlet should be

Block 103 in September 2020, and despite its old

easy to spot, as you’ll find snaking queues wrapped

school vibe, it’s actually established by three ’90s kids to

around it most days. But if you're planning a date with

get them through challenges brought about by the

Lady Luck, do it soon as the convenience store located

pandemic. Within a few short months, its walls of biscuit

at Block 102 will be demolished by the end of 2022 to

tins have attracted a steady and loyal bunch of

make way for a new community space called

customers wanting to relive the most delicious parts of

Chill@Chong Pang. In the meantime, though, gamble

their childhood. We love that the team even offers a

within means and huat ah!

delivery service for those who live further away – just
place your order through their Facebook page, and
they’ll bring them right to your doorstep!

9182 3181
103 Yishun Ring Road, #01-95,
Singapore 760103
Add to Google Maps
Directions

6758 5227
102 Yishun Avenue 5, #01-137,
Singapore 760102
Add to Google Maps
Directions
24 hours daily

7am-8.30pm daily

After breakfast, pick up some retro snacks, such as ice
gems, butter cookies, Biscuit Piring and more from
Good Old Days (103 Yishun Ring Road, #01-95,
Singapore 760103 | 7am-8.30pm daily), established
by three ’90s kids. Feeling lucky?

Head down to the 7-Eleven at 102 Yishun Avenue 5, #01-137,
Singapore 760102. Touted as one of the most auspicious
Singapore Pools counters in town, it has produced nine Group 1
and 28 Group 2 Toto winners since 2014.

Hello, Heartland!

Jalan Besar

We’ve planned out a sample itinerary for each neighbourhood
—perfect for half a day of discoveries on foot.

Berseh Food Centre

Sungei Road Green Hub
Thieves' Market was one of the defining landmarks of

With the wealth of dining options in the neighbourhood,

Jalan Besar before the area was cleared for a new MRT

we don’t blame you if you overlook this regular ol' hawker

station in 2017. A market in existence since the 1930s,

centre across the big street from Rowell Road. But this

it was a gathering of enterprising karang guni men and

is where you can get a taste of some old-school dishes

women who would hawk their finds on makeshift stalls

that are hard to come by these days. At Lao Liang

on the small streets in front of Kelantan Lane. Several

(#02-37), for example, you can dine on shark meat and

attempts to revive the flea market has been made since

shark jelly – a Teochew delicacy akin to French-style

the clearing of the area, and the latest iteration is a

cold terrines, made with the predator's robust meat

two-unit space opened by non-profit volunteer group

suspended in gelatine. Fu Zhou Poh Hwa Osyter Cake

The Saturday Movement at the bottom of block 28

(#02-34) offers fried peanut and ikan bilis-studded

Kelantan Road. While the spread of goods isn't quite the

fritters stuffed with oysters, prawns, minced pork and

kitchen sink it used to be, you'll still find plenty of vintage

chives, and close by at Fu He Turtle Soup (#02-40),

curios and old electronics crammed into Sungei Road

owner Mr Lee Hock Hoe serves up bowls of this

Green Hub, and by some of the same vendors who used

delicacy that he has perfected through 30 years in the

to work the streets no less. Vintage lovers hould

business.

definitely pop in for a spot of treasure hunting while on a
walking tour of Jalan Besar.
28 Kelantan Road, #01-125/135,
Singapore 200028
Add to Google Maps
Directions

166 Jalan Besar,
Singapore 208877
Add to Google Maps

Directions

11am-8pm Mon-Sat, 10am-8pm Sun

Begin your day at Sungei Rd Green Hub (28 Kelantan Road,
#01-125/135, Singapore 200028 | 11am-8pm Mon-Sat,
10am-8pm Sun) — a fitting start to your discovery of Jalan
Besar, for the Thieves' Market was one of the defining landmarks
of the district before the area was cleared for a new MRT station
in 2017. You'll still find plenty of vintage curios and old
electronics crammed into Sungei Road Green Hub, and by some
of the same vendors who used to work the streets no less.

Then make your way to Berseh Food Centre
(166 Jalan Besar, Singapore 208877), a
veritable playground for those hungry for local
fare. Look out for vedors offering exclusive
Jalanjalan.me deals, such as Multi Food Supply,
famed for their signature salt-baked Chicken and
festive offering of bak kwa.

Jalan Besar

Antea Social

Petain Road
Shophouses

Unsee that mental image of the old man stroking his

The main Jalan Besar drag is a densely packed district of

beard, beckoning you into his teahouse with an overgrown

some 230 shophouses in Singapore. It has tightly woven

fingernail. Antea Social is the modern answer to the

roads, but few of its side streets are as beautiful as

format, with its Scandi-cool tones of powder pink and

Petain Road. Once a pocket of the neighbourhood with

off-white, calming light orbs, and a tea menu that imparts

somewhat of a seedy reputation, the highlight these days

its knowledge in English. This tea company's specialty is

are the 18 shophouses built in the 1930s by British

its Oolong blends in flavours of Kyoho grapes and golden

architect EV Miller for businessman Mohamed Bin Haji

pomelo so pull up a seat and sip tea with a slices of black

Omar. Snap a few pictures for Instagram while you're

sesame or orh nee cake on offer too. And before you

here. The Chinese Baroque style of adornment means

leave, order one of the many cold kombucha bottles to

that the external walls here feature a more-is-more

take the happy experience home – they're brewed here

aesthetic of patterned mosaic tiles juxtaposed against

using Antea Social's carefully sourced leaves.

tiles splashed with motifs of flowers and birds.

6493 0120
9 Tyrwhitt Road
Singapore 207528
Add to Google Maps

Directions

11.30am-7pm Sun-Thu, 11.30am-10pm Fri-Sat

Wash all that good stuff down with a cleansing
and calming brew from Antea Social
(9 Tyrwhitt Road Singapore 207528 |
11.30am-7pm Sun-Thu, 11.30am-10pm
Fri-Sat), which offers specialty Oolong blends.

Petain Road
Add to Google Maps

Directions

Rejuvenated, continue your walk to Petain Road: while the main
Jalan Besar drag is a densely packed district of some 230
shophouses, but few of its side streets are as beautiful as this,
with 18 shophouses built in the 1930s by British architect EV
Miller for businessman Mohamed Bin Haji Omar. The Chinese
Baroque style of adornment means that the external walls here
feature a more-is-more aesthetic of patterned mosaic tiles
juxtaposed against tiles splashed with motifs of flowers and birds.

Jalan Besar

W Rice Wine
Hidden in a tiny hole-in-the-wall space along Cavan
Road is a discreet little microbrewery. Here you won't
find trendy craft beers: sitting in ceramic urns are
carefully seletced premium glutinous rice, lovingly
fermented into some of the most delicious artisanal rice
wine you can find on this island. While the packaging is
beautifully modern and minimalist - think rose hued wine
lees packed in silver-lidded glas jars and rice wine in
frosted receptacles, reminiscent of Issey Miyake perfume
bottles, the family business is steeped in history. The Ng
family's patriach started breweing rice wine from home
since he came to Singapore from China in 1930s. The
fragrant, nutritious brew which is used in cooking a large
variety of dishes was a hit with friends and family, and in
2019, the family decided to turn it into a commercial
business to share their family rice wine with more. Since
then, W Rice Wine has been used by enthusiastic home
cooks and professional chefs alike. Not sure how to
cook with rice wine? They have nifty recipe cards that
are easy to follow even for kitchen novices. While you
are there, be sure to scan the Jalanjalan.me QR code at
their shop to enjoy an exclusive discount too!
8779 3480
11 Cavan Road, #01-02,
Singapopre 209848
Add to Google Maps
Directions
11am-5.30pm Tue-Fri, 9.30am-4.30pm Sat

Round up your tour with a visit to
W Rice Wine (11 Cavan Road, #01-02, Singapopre 209848 | 11am-5.30pm
Tue-Fri, 9.30am-4.30pm Sat), a local family business is steeped in history. The Ng
family patriach started brewing rice wine from home since he came to Singapore from
China in 1930s, and in 2019, the family decided to turn it into a commercial business
to share their family rice wine with more. Since then, W Rice Wine has been used by
enthusiastic home cooks and professional chefs alike. While you are there, be sure to
scan the Jalanjalan.me QR code at their shop to enjoy an exclusive discount too!

Chong Pang

Coba Coba
The sight of a retro rickshaw from Central Java hanging
out on a patch of grass welcomes you to Coba Coba.
This is a quaint, halal-certified restaurant that serves up
generous portions of traditional Indonesian nasi ambeng
and nasi padang. Their fare even has the thumbs-up
from plenty of politicians, from MP for Nee Soon GRC
Associate Professor Muhammad Faishal Ibrahim to
Minister for Social and Family Development Mr Masagos
Zulkifli. The classic Two-Person Sharing Platter is a
delicious pile of beef rendang, ayam kalio, and urap – all
covered in sambal and surrounding a dome of white rice.
And if you're in a bigger group (or simply feeling very,
very hungry), then definitely go for the Deluxe
Four-Person Set, which also has udang balado hijau,
sambal sotong, and more. Sedap!

6382 2622
156 Yishun Street 11, #01-106,
Singapore 760156
Add to Google Maps
Directions
8am-9pm daily

When you are done, check out the myriad quaint neighbourhood shops—from
traditional bakeries, heritage bak kwa shops to goldsmiths—before heading to
Coba Coba (156 Yishun Street 11, #01-106, Singapore 760156 |
8am-9pm daily) and lunch on traditional Indonesian nasi ambeng and nasi
padang at this quaint, halal-certified restaurant.

Hello, Heartland!

Ang Mo Kio

We’ve planned out a sample itinerary for each neighbourhood
—perfect for half a day of discoveries on foot.

Dragon Playground

Pine Garden’s Cake

You’ve seen the dragon playground in Toa Payoh, but did

There are few storms that a good cake can't calm, and

you know that the dragon has a sibling in Ang Mo Kio?

Pine Garden has been delivering decadent slices of

Designed by Mr Khor Ean Ghee from the Housing and

comfort for more than three decades. This neighbourhood

Development Board (HDB) in 1979, this location sports

boutique is best known for its variety of local sweet treats,

a gentle brown beast that boasts a striking blue border

including the pulut hitam cake, pomelo sago cake, and

and a yellow steel-ringed body that is situated closer to

White Rabbit candy cake. Other popular items include the

the ground. Even though the original sandpit was

lychee martini and coffee whisky caramel cakes, and it’s

replaced by rubber padding in the 1990s to better

also the go-to place in the area for festive goodies like

cushion the fall, the two slides remain in their original

mooncakes and log cakes. And for brides-to-be looking

tiled form. There used to be five other dragon

for something rustic and classy, Pine Garden also accepts

playgrounds all over Singapore, but this is one of the

commissions for tiered wedding cakes. Check out their

only two full-sized ones still standing today, so give this

social media pages to see their latest offerings!

lesser-known hangout spot a visit!

570 Ang Mo Kio Avenue 3,
Singapore 560570
Add to Google Maps
Directions

6457 6159
529 Ang Mo Kio Avenue10, #01-2369/2329,
Singapore 560529
Add to Google Maps
Directions
8.30am-9.30pm daily

Start from the dragon playground (570 Ang Mo Kio
Avenue 3, Singapore 560570), one of the only two
full-sized dragon playgrounds left in Singapore.

From this IG hotspot, move on to a makan hotspot: Pine Garden’s
Cake (529 Ang Mo Kio Avenue 10, #01-2369/2329, Singapore
560529 | 8.30am-9.30pm daily). An institution that has been
delivering decadent slices of comfort for more than three decades, it
is loved for their towering chiffons and creations such as pulut hitam
cake and White Rabbit candy cake.

Ang Mo Kio

Elsie Departmental Store

Art Mural

AMK Town
Garden Weﬆ

Kebun Baru
Birdsinging Club

For those of you who are obsessed with crafting, going

Ang Mo Kio scores an “A” in our books when it comes to

We’re calling it – AMK Town Garden West is the most

You’ll hear it before you see it, but when you do spot the

into this store would make you feel like a kid in a candy

integrating art into the heartlands. Those going for a

underrated green space in Singapore. Spread out over a

Kebun Bahru Birdsinging Club, there will be no mistake

shop. Founded by the eponymous Mdm Elsie Lim, the

jalan jalan session around the neighbourhood will spot

22-hectare hill, the park feels like a mini Botanic

that you’re at the right place. For the most dramatic

store has been around for over 30 years. It began as a

murals dotted all over the estate. An old favourite is

Gardens, minus the crowds. The most iconic feature

sight, come on a Sunday morning. You’ll see rows and

clothes-making boutique, but eventually turned into a

“Reminiscing Old Ang Mo Kio” by Mr Yip Yew Chong,

here is the pair of 120-step staircases, which are

rows of bird cages hooked onto metal beams, neatly

crafts supply shop where customers can also go to learn

located behind the Teck Ghee Court Market & Food

majestically lined with palm trees and make for a great

sorted by species, with even more cages strung up on

skills like cross-stitching and basket weaving. It is

Centre, which was created as part of the Arts in Your

spot for Instagrammers and fitness aficionados alike. The

colourful poles on the field beside it. The cacophony

chock-full of yarn, ribbons, and beads of every size, shape,

Neighbourhood initiative in 2018 by the National Arts

lotus pond used to be a key attraction for photography

made by these feathered friends is something to

and colour, and we could spend hours browsing through

Council. For something more current, check out Mr Lee

enthusiasts but our residents share that it has been filled

experience. One of the friendly uncles we spoke with

the vast collection of goodies available here. Pop over to

Kow Fong’s (aka Ah Guo) murals near Central Stage,

in recent years. That said, there are still plenty of scenic

told us that many of them bring their beloved birds here

stock up on your stash of materials, or pick up a new

which were painted in July 2020. Featuring adorable

spots for spreading out a picnic mat, strolling through

to train for singing competitions, and while there are

hobby.

mask-wearing and flag-waving families and animals, the

the forested area to admire flowering trees, or letting the

several bird-singing corners in Singapore, this is the one

works are a celebration of the resilience of the

kids have a field day at the adventure playground.

that the best songstresses go to.

6451 5519
709 Ang Mo Kio Avenue 8, #01-2607,
Singapore 560706
Add to Google Maps
Directions
10.30am-8.30pm daily

Walk pass the scenic AMK Town Garden East and
head to Elsie Department (709 Ang Mo Kio Avenue
8, #01-2607, Singapore 560706 | 10.30am-8.30pm
daily): those obsessed with crafting will feel like a kid
in a candy shop at this clothes-making boutique cum
sewing materials store that has been a favourite with
hobbyists for more than three decades.

community despite the challenges of the year, and a
reminder to find joy in everyday life.
720 Ang Mo Kio Ave 6,
Singapore 560720 (around Ang Mo Kio
Central Stage@ Ang Mo Kio Town Centre)
Add to Google Maps
Directions

8182 2943

Opposite Ang Mo Kio Town Library,
Ang Mo Kio Avenue 6, Singapore 567740
Add to Google Maps
Directions

159 Ang Mo Kio Avenue 5,
Singapore 560159
Add to Google Maps
Directions
24hr daily but busiest 9.30am-12pm Sun & PH

If you are in Ang Mo Kio on a weekend morning, go past the
many Art Murals around Blk 720 Avenue 6 and the beautifully
lush Ang Mo Kio Town Garden West to the Kebun Baru
Birdsinging Club (159 Ang Mo Kio Avenue 5, Singapore
560159 | 24hr daily but busiest 9.30am-12pm Sun & PH) to
witness what is touted as the best congregation of songbirds,
brought down by their owners to train for singing competitions.

Ang Mo Kio

ANNAGEE
The name of this tea shop is actually a play on three
Chinese characters which pronunciation is similar to
“energy”, and mean "serenely and safely offering energy".
The guiding principle behind the brand is to elevate the
simple pleasures of life through a good cuppa, and as
such the tea leaves sold here all hail from some of the
finest estates in China. The three varieties available
include pu’erh, tieguanyin, and da hong pao. For
something more experiential, book a session at the
atelier with co-founder and tea master Ms Vivian Ng.
She makes for a delightful host and loves sharing her
knowledge about brewing methods, tips around mindful
living, and stories behind the leaves with tea lovers.
6383 3228
Horizon Gardens, 499 Ang Mo Kio Avenue 2,
Singapore 567905
Add to Google Maps
Directions
By appointment only

Round up your day a refreshing cold brew ANNAGEE (Horizon Gardens, 499 Ang Mo
Kio Avenue 2, Singapore 567905 | By appointment only), founded by Beijing-trained
tea master Ms Vivian Ng who has even created a special Ang Mo Kio blend for the
jalanjalna.me community. Remember to scan the Jalanjalan.me QR code at their shop to
purchase this exclusive blend that will make a perfect memento of your Ang Mo Kio walk.

Hello, Heartland!

Clementi

We’ve planned out a sample itinerary for each neighbourhood
—perfect for half a day of discoveries on foot.

Old Jurong Line
Railway Bridge

Corona Floriﬆ
& Nursery
This garden centre has been perched on this little hill

Spanning across Sungei Ulu Pandan, this truss bridge

along Clementi Road even before the road was so named.

formed by a tessellation of triangles joins Sunset Way

Corona Florist & Nursery has been in business since

and the Clementi Avenue 4 limbs of the Ulu Pandan Park

1950, back when the artery was known as Reformatory

Connector. Way back in 1966, the sleepers here were

Road for the boys home that was situated here. Before

part of a railway line that was envisioned as a linkway to

Clementi New Town was built in 1975, its product range

connect the nascent Jurong Industrial Estate with

was geared towards the kampongs, cottage industries and

Malaysia. It was later abandoned in the 1990s when

farms in the area. These days, their nursery serves the

road transportation proved to be more efficient than this

urban jungle set looking for their new green kid to nurture,

arduous task at hand. These days, the bridge and the

and offers landscaping services if you have a bigger patch

nearby tracks in a tree-lined spot down Avenue 4 live a

to artfully fill with greenery.

second life as a popular spot for photography. Old
Jurong Line Railway Bridge is not only popular for your
casual #ootd shoots, but ranks high as a pre-wedding

6466 2827
388F Clementi Road,
Singapore 599473
Add to Google Maps
Directions
9am-5.45pm daily

photography shoot location too.

Ulu Pandan Park Connector
Add to Google Maps
Directions
-

Clementi brings a wonderful mix of the charmingly old and
trendily hip. Start your day with a visit to Clementi institution:
Corona Florist & Nursery (388F Clementi Road,
Singapore 599473 | 9am-5.45pm daily), which has been
perched on a little hill along Clementi Road since 1950, way
before Clementi New Town was built in 1975.

The Old Jurong Line Railway Bridge along the Ulu Pandan Park
Connector is another historical site: way back in 1966, the sleepers
here were part of a railway line that was envisioned as a linkway to
connect the nascent Jurong Industrial Estate with Malaysia. These
days, the bridge and the nearby tracks in a tree-lined spot down
Avenue 4 live a second life as a popular spot for photography.

Clementi

Balmoral Bakery

Summer Hill

This grand dame of the neighbourhood has been in

Anthony Yeoh, the former head chef of French casual

business since 1965 (as its signboard so proudly

bistro Cocotte, transplants his approachable cuisine to the

proclaims), though Balmoral only moved to Sunset Way

heartlands. His Sunset Way restaurant, Summer Hill, is a

in 1984. Look past the SafeEntry QR code plastered on

friend's cosy dining room inside and verdant jungalow

its glass front door though, and it's like time has stood

outside. If you are looking for comfort favourites with a luxe

still in the bakery. On one row of display shelves, slices

touch, such as stroganoff with stewed Tajima wagyu

of butter cake and fruit cake sit alongside confections

brisket, fries dunked in duck fat, hormone and

like creamed horns and coconut tarts. In the back

antibiotic-free fried chicken, or foie gras-stuffed French

refrigerators, swirls of towel rolls (what they call Swiss

ducks, this is the place to go. Hosting an intimate group at

rolls) and bright pink frosting on decadently iced butter

home? The restaurant also offers a DIY Eats option of

cakes spark happy memories of birthdays long gone. If

ready meals that you can take home, heat up and dress up

you do drop by, make sure to bring home something for

on the plate.

your mum – she will appreciate the memories those
cakes will bring back, never mind the extra calories.

6779 2064
105 Clementi Street 12, #01-06,
Singapore 120105
Add to Google Maps
Directions

6251 5337
106 Clementi Street 12, #01-62,
Singapore 120106
Add to Google Maps
Directions
12pm-3pm; 6pm-10pm Tue-Sun

8.30am-8pm daily

While in the vicinity, pick up some retro bakes like
creamed horns and coconut tarts from Balmoral
Bakery (105 Clementi Street 12, #01-06, Singapore
120105 | 8.30am-8pm daily).This grand dame of the
neighbourhood has been in business since 1965 and
moved to Sunset Way in 1984.

Also at Sunset Way is Summer Hill (106 Clementi Street 12,
#01-62, Singapore 120106 | 12pm-3pm; 6pm-10pm
Tue-Sun), a casual bistro Cocotte serving comforting favourites
with a luxe touch, such as stroganoff with stewed Tajima wagyu
brisket, fries dunked in duck fat, and foie gras-stuffed French
ducks.

Clementi

Burnt Cones
The newest addition to the Sunset Way neighbourhood,
Burnt Cones is a monochromatic and minimalist HDB
shophouse space where options on the menu include
pats of gelato served on waffles, cones and in cups, as
well as coffee to balance the sweetness. Unique flavours
on offer one churned with the smokey, pear-shaped
Italian cheese Scamorza, and the Fior di Latte with
creamy mozzarella mixed in. With all the sweetness on
offer here, it seems like the team here never needs to
sleep. Burnt Cones opens bright and early at 7am in
case you're the type to have ice-cream for breakfast, and
those seeking a sugar high ahead of a sleepless night
can drop in before midnight, or whenever the pangs hit.

9711 1097
105 Clementi Street 12, #01-02,
Singapore 120105
Add to Google Maps
Directions
7am-12am daily

For dessert, head to the newest addition to the Sunset Way neighbourhood,
Burnt Cones (105 Clementi Street 12, #01-02, Singapore 120105 |
7am-12am daily) for gelato in unique flavours such as Scamorza, and the
Fior di Latte with creamy mozzarella mixed in.

